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Within the next several years, pulsar-timing array programs will likely usher in the next era of
gravitational-wave astronomy through the detection of a stochastic background of nanohertz-frequency
gravitational waves, originating from a cosmological population of inspiraling supermassive binary black
holes. While the source positions will likely be isotropic to a good approximation, the gravitational-wave
angular power distribution will be anisotropic, with the most massive and/or nearby binaries producing
signals that may resound above the background. We study such a realistic angular power distribution,
developing fast and accurate sky-mapping strategies to localize pixels and extended regions of excess
power while simultaneously modeling the background signal from the less massive and more distant
ensemble. We find that power anisotropy will be challenging to discriminate from isotropy for realistic
gravitational-wave skies, requiring SNR > 10 in order to favor anisotropy with 10∶1 posterior odds in our
case study. Amongst our techniques, modeling the population signal with multiple point sources in addition
to an isotropic background provides the most physically motivated and easily interpreted maps, while

spherical-harmonic modeling of the square-root power distribution, PðΩ̂Þ1=2, performs best in discrimi-
nating from overall isotropy. Our techniques are modular and easily incorporated into existing pulsar-
timing array analysis pipelines.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-precision timing of millisecond pulsars (MSPs) has
been, and continues to be, a valuable tool for probing a
wide range of physics, from studies of nuclear matter to
tests of modified gravity theories. Successes include the
first indirect confirmation of gravitational-wave (GW)
emission [1,2], and very accurate tests of general relativity

]3,4 ]. Pulsar-timing array (PTA) projects aim to directly
detect low-frequency GWs in the range 10−9–10−7 Hz
from extra-Galactic sources by using a set of Galactic
MSPs as nearly perfect Einstein clocks [5]. This endeavor
is possible due to the exceptional regularity of pulses and
the remarkable stability of pulse profiles. Many processes
must be modeled in a pulsar’s timing ephemeris, but if done
so accurately one can account for every rotation of the
pulsar across observation epochs. The presence of GWs
affects the propagation of pulses from the pulsar to the
Earth, changing the proper length of the photon path, and

creating detectable deviations away from the expected
pulse times of arrival (TOAs) [6–8].
Over the past two decades, several regional collaborations

have been collecting data and hunting for a stochastic GW
background, periodic GW signals, GWmemory bursts, and
more; these include the European Pulsar Timing Array
(EPTA, [9]) [10–12], the North American Nanohertz
Observatory for Gravitational Waves (NANOGrav, [13])
[14–20], and the Parkes Pulsar Timing Array (PPTA,
[21,22]) [23–27]. These three were founding members of
the International Pulsar Timing Array (IPTA, [28,29]),
aimed at strengthening pulsar sky coverage and observation
baselines. There are also burgeoning PTAGWsearch efforts
in India (InPTA, [30]), China (CPTA, [31]), as well as in
telescope-centered timing groups like MeerTime [32] and
CHIME/Pulsar [33]. These ongoing collaborative searches
have yielded precision timing data on more than 80 MSPs,
some with baselines longer than 15 years.
Binary systems of supermassive black holes (SMBHs)

withmasses∼108–1010 M⊙ are expected to be the dominant
source ofGWs for PTAs [34–37]. Such titanic black holes lie
at the heart of massive galaxies, forming binary systems as*stephen.r.taylor@vanderbilt.edu
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their host galaxies merge and grow over the history of the
Universe [38–41]. After the merger of two galaxies, the
resident SMBHs will each experience dynamical friction in
the merger remnant, carrying them to ∼1–10 parsec sepa-
rations to form a bound supermassive binary black hole
(SMBBH) system. At this stage, discrete scattering events
with central bulge stars will evolve the binary toward even
closer separations, possibly giving way to viscous inter-
actions with a circumbinary disk until the binary becomes
dominated by GWemission at separations of≲10−3 parsecs
(see e.g., [42], and references therein). The system will then
be emitting GWs at frequencies that are accessible to PTAs.
While PTAs are in principle sensitive to the entire cosmo-
logical population of SMBBHs, discriminating each and
every one is beyond the resolution limit [43–45]. Hence the
first expected signal will be that of the incoherent super-
position of all binaries producing a stochastic GW back-
ground (GWB) [46–48], above which a few particularly
nearby or massive binaries may resound as individually
detectable signals [24,43,49–55].
Beyond a few hundred Mpc, the Universe can be

approximated as statistically homogeneous and isotropic.
Hence the (an)isotropy of the GW signal across the sky is
highly dependent on the underlying demographics and
finiteness of the SMBBH population, rather than the actual
positional distribution of sources. Current estimates place
deviations from isotropy in the nanohertz GW sky below
∼10% [56–59], making anisotropy a challenging yet
rewarding scientific goal after the initial isotropic GWB
detection by PTAs. The assumption of GWB isotropy leads
to a simple analytic expression for the induced interpulsar
timing correlations that is only dependent on the angular
separation of the pulsars; this is known as the Hellings
and Downs curve [60]. Correlations from anisotropic
signatures can also be expressed analytically through a
spherical harmonic decomposition of the angular power
[56,57,61,62]. Current search strategies for anisotropy
implement a prior condition that blocks off unphysical
regions of the spherical harmonic coefficients that would
otherwise imply negative angular power [57,63]. This prior
reduces the efficiency of posterior sampling, and prevents
gradient-based sampling methods from being used. More
general methods that map the polarization content of the
GWB using CMB techniques [62,64,65], or decompose the
angular power distribution on eigen-skies of the PTA
response map [66,67], are also possible but have not yet
been implemented within realistic analysis studies.
The techniques developed in this paper represent a major

step forward in mapping realistic gravitational-wave skies
with PTAs (beyond those in Taylor et al. [63]), correspond-
ing to methods that can be easily embedded in modern PTA
pipelines, and that better account for anisotropy arising from
bright single sources. Anisotropy searches should be super-
seded by joint searches for a stochasticGWbackground plus
individual binary signals that can be resolved out of the

binary ensemble. These kinds of searches will employ
transdimensional search strategies that use the data to not
only constrain the properties, but also the number, of
favored sources [43,44,68]. Sky localization of these indi-
vidual binaries will initially be quite poor (∼Oð100Þ deg2)
[50,55,69], necessitating known electromagnetic-
counterpart candidates [70–77], or priors on likely host-
galaxy properties to permit finer resolution [58,69,78].
After the initial detection of an isotropic GWB, and prior

to the resolution of individual bright binaries within this
background, these binaries will announce themselves
merely as regions of excess angular power. Anisotropy
searches only constrain the incoherent angular power
distribution, so there is no Occam penalty for the many
binary model parameters that otherwise appear in individ-
ual source searches; the drawback of course is that no
binary characterization is possible. Probes of anisotropy
form an important link in the chain of scientific milestones
for PTAs, bridging the information gap between back-
ground detection and individual source resolution. We
study this link here, developing fast and flexible mapping
strategies for the angular power distribution of the GWB,
and studying which of these is most apt for the GW sky
from a SMBBH population. We employ Bayesian model
selection to make data-driven decisions on the number of
excess power regions that can be isolated, and forecast the
signal-to-noise ratio at which anisotropy will be favored
over isotropy.
This paper is laid out as follows. In Sec. II we introduce

the formalism for computing the overlap reduction function
between arrays of pulsars in the presence of an anisotropic
stochastic GW background. We also discuss techniques to
rapidly compute this under generic map parametrizations.
In Sec. III we introduce our PTA likelihood for fitting
simulated data to models, which is a simplified version of
the full production-level model used in real PTA GW
searches. In Sec. IV we discuss the two different spatial
distributions of GW power that we consider here, corre-
sponding to a region of excess power (a “hotspot”) and a
map composed of many individual SMBBH signals drawn
from a population synthesis simulation. We present our
results in Sec. V, followed by concluding remarks in
Sec. VI, and supplementary calculations in the Appendices.

II. ANISOTROPY

In PTA searches for a Gaussian, stationary stochastic
GW background, the primary detection statistic is one that
leverages two-point interpulsar correlated timing devia-
tions. At the center of this statistic lies the overlap reduction
function (ORF), which describes the degree with which
GW-induced timing deviations are correlated between
Earth-pulsar systems that vary in orientation with respect
to angular power on the sky. The pieces needed to compute
the ORF include the antenna response function of each
Earth-pulsar system, along with a representation of the
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underlying angular distribution of GW power. It is the latter
dependence that allows us to probe angular structure in the
nanohertz GW sky, in a bid to search for bright sources,
clustered power regions, or statistical isotropy. In the
following we describe different parametrized representa-
tions of this power, and test these with simulations to
understand the most apt and statistically parsimonious
representation of a given GW sky.

A. Antenna response

A GW in general relativity can be written as a sum over
its two tensor transverse polarizations:

hμνðt; k̂Þ ¼ eþμνðk̂Þhþðt; k̂Þ þ e×μνðk̂Þh×ðt; k̂Þ; ð1Þ

where k̂ is the direction of GW propagation, hþ;× are the
polarization amplitudes of the metric perturbation, and eþ;×

μν

are the polarization basis tensors. The polarization basis
tensors are constructed from a basis triad, such that

eþμνðk̂Þ ¼ m̂μm̂ν − n̂μn̂ν; e×μνðk̂Þ ¼ m̂μn̂ν þ n̂μm̂ν; ð2Þ

k̂ ¼ −Ω̂ ¼ −ðsin θ cosφÞx̂ − ðsin θ sinφÞŷ − ðcos θÞẑ;
m̂ ¼ −ðsinφÞx̂þ ðcosφÞŷ;
n̂ ¼ −ðcos θ cosφÞx̂ − ðcos θ sinφÞŷ − ðsin θÞẑ; ð3Þ

where Ω̂ is the GW origin direction, and x̂, ŷ, ẑ are the
Cartesian unit vectors. The equatorial declination and right
ascension ðδ; αÞ are related to the spherical polar coordi-
nates by θ ¼ π=2 − δ and ϕ ¼ α, where the north celestial
pole is in the ẑ direction, and the vernal equinox is in the x̂
direction. From this point onwards we consider only Ω̂ and
the origin location of GWs.
For a pulsar in direction p̂, the antenna response function

is the contraction of the polarization basis tensor with the
impulse response function of an Earth-pulsar system to a
GW, such that

FAðp̂; Ω̂Þ≡ 1

2

p̂μp̂ν

1 − Ω̂ · p̂
eAμνðΩ̂Þ; ð4Þ

which for each polarization is

Fþðp̂; Ω̂Þ ¼ 1

2

ðm̂ · p̂Þ2 − ðn̂ · p̂Þ2
1 − Ω̂ · p̂

;

F×ðp̂; Ω̂Þ ¼ ðm̂ · p̂Þðn̂ · p̂Þ
1 − Ω̂ · p̂

: ð5Þ

At a given frequency, the stochastic gravitational-wave
background can be written as a superposition of plane
waves, such that

hμνðf;xÞ

¼
Z
S2
dΩ̂fhþðΩ̂; fÞeþμνðΩ̂Þ þ h×ðΩ̂; fÞe×μνðΩ̂Þge2πifΩ̂·x=c;

ð6Þ

where c is the speed of light, and we integrate over the
whole sky S2. In pulsar timing, the integrated effect of the
GWs on the pulsar times of arrival (TOAs) depends on
the difference in the metric at the Earth (for convenience,
the Solar System barycenter (SSB)) and at the position
of the pulsar [79,80]. For a pulsar p in direction p̂, the two
contributions to the redshifted arrival rate of TOAs are
known as the Earth term, sEp, and the pulsar term, sPp. These
can be written in the frequency domain as (see Gair et al.
[62] for full details)

sEpðfÞ ¼
X

A¼þ;×

Z
S2
dΩ̂FAðp̂; Ω̂ÞhAðΩ̂; fÞ;

sPpðfÞ ¼ −
X

A¼þ;×

Z
S2
dΩ̂FAðp̂; Ω̂ÞhAðΩ̂; fÞe−2πifLpð1−Ω̂·p̂Þ=c;

ð7Þ

where Lp is the distance to pulsar p, and the total signal is
s ¼ sE þ sP. Appealing to stationarity of the GW back-
ground signal, the pulsar term is identical to the Earth term
at each frequency except for a phase change, such that
hA;pðΩ̂; fÞ ¼ hA;eðΩ̂; fÞ≡ hAðΩ̂; fÞ. Due to the size of Lp,
the pulsar term oscillates very rapidly across the sky, and
much faster than our typical angular resolution. For all
practical purposes in stochastic background analyses, we
therefore regard the pulsar term phase as random.
Although it is possible to work out some of the integrals

of Equation (7) analytically for various parametrized power
representations on the sky [62], we can achieve complete
generality by rephrasing the signal response as discretized
sums over sky pixels using HEALPix.1 With that, our Earth
term GW sky hAðΩ̂Þ now becomes hðaAÞ, where the index a
refers to the ath pixel in the sky, at location Ω̂a. The antenna
pattern functions FAðp̂; Ω̂Þ become FpðaAÞ, where p is the
pulsar index as before. Henceforth, we use the following
notation for indices: ða; bÞ refer to HEALPix pixel indices;
ðA;BÞ refer to GW polarization; and ði; jÞ refer to com-
bined pixel polarizations, where i ¼ ðaAÞ. The matrix F ¼
fFpig is what we refer to as the signal response matrix, and
the vector h ¼ fhig is the full GW sky.2 As for the GW
signal, we split up the signal response matrix into an Earth

1Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelation; http://healpix
.sourceforge.net.

2Although we have 2Npix degrees of freedom in h, Gair et al.
[62] showed that half of the GW sky is invisible to pulsar timing
arrays, as all the curl modes have vanishing response.
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term FE and a pulsar term FP. Since the extra phase of the
pulsar term is a constant, we absorb it in the signal response
matrix such that

FE
pðaAÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
3

2

r
FAðp̂; Ω̂aÞ

Npix
ð8Þ

FP
pðaAÞ ¼ FE

pðaAÞe
−2πifLpð1−Ω̂a·p̂Þ=c; ð9Þ

where Npix is the total number of sky pixels, and we have

included a factor of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
for a normalization convention

that will become apparent in Sec. II C. We can thus write
Eq. (7) in matrix notation:

sðfÞ ¼ FhðfÞ; ð10Þ
with F ¼ FE þ FP as before. In this single frequency
formalism, the size of s is the number of pulsars Npsr,
the size of h is twice the number of pixels (to account for
the two polarizations), and thus the size of F is
ðNpsr × 2NpixÞ. The array response matrix F is a constant
design matrix for all types of GWB anisotropy. By
choosing a sufficient HEALPix resolution, the results from
this discretization are indistinguishable from any analytic
results. Unless otherwise explicitly stated, in the following
we set the HEALPix Nside ¼ 32, which gives Npix ¼ 12288.
This is fine enough to provide us with fast and accurate
numerical solutions.

B. Overlap reduction functions

For a wide-sense stationary Gaussian GW background,
we can write

hhðaAÞh†ðbBÞi ¼ δabδABP̃ðaAÞ ¼ δabδAB
Pa

2
; ð11Þ

where we denote ensemble averaging with h� � �i, Hermitian
transposition with †, and δð���Þ is the Kronecker delta. The

GW power at location Ω̂a in polarization A is P̃ðaAÞ. We also
assume that P̃þ ¼ P̃× ¼ P=2, where P is the total angular
power summed over both polarizations. In all of the
following the factor of 1=2 has already been implicitly
absorbed into the prefactor of Eq. (8).
The overlap reduction function Γ of the GW signal is

defined as the reduction in signal correlation between two
separated detectors [81], which in our case corresponds to
different Earth-pulsar systems: Γop ¼ hsps†oi. Using the
signal response matrix formalism of Eq. (10), the ORF is
trivially constructed from Eqs. (10) and (11):

Γop ¼
X
i

FoiPiF
†
pi: ð12Þ

Note that the Earth term and pulsar term components are
numerically orthogonal to each other due to the rapid

oscillation of the pulsar term across the sky with respect to
the Earth term. For the same reason, the pulsar-term
contribution to the overlap reduction function is effectively
diagonal, meaning we can simply double the diagonal
Earth-term ORF components to successfully replicate the
full ORF. As such, we have

FoiPiF
†
pi ¼ FE

oiPiF
E†
pi þ δoiFP

oiPiF
P†
pi

¼ ð1þ δopÞ × FE
oiPiF

E†
pi ; ð13Þ

which we can write in compact matrix form as

ΓE ¼ FE · P · FE;T;

Γpp ¼ 2ΓE
pp; Γop ¼ ΓE

op; ð14Þ

whereΓ,ΓE is the ðNpsr × NpsrÞ arrayORFmatrix for the full
signal and Earth-term-only signal, respectively. We also note
that normal transposition has replaced Hermitian transposi-
tion since FE is real. The diagonal ð2Npix × 2NpixÞ matrix P
contains the array of power values in each sky pixel along the
diagonal, with þ;× polarizations as pixel neighbors.

C. The Hellings and Downs curve

As a sanity check, we recover the ORF for an isotropic
background (known as the Hellings and Downs curve
[60]), by modeling P ¼ I2Npix

. For an arbitrary array of
pulsars we can construct the signal response matrix and
carry out the matrix operations in Eq. (14), which corre-
spond to a double integral over the sky. When integrating
analytically, the resulting ORF expression is a function
only of the angular separation of pulsars rather than their
absolute position. However, tackling this integral analyti-
cally requires a combination of coordinate transformations
and contour integration [56,62,79], all of which has been
avoided by casting the problem into matrix algebra.
For an array of 100 pulsars drawn from an isotropic

distribution on the sky, we compare our numerical results to
the following analytic expression [which is normalized by
convention to equal 1 for o ¼ p, thus explaining the

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
factor adopted in Eq. (8)]:

ΓðξopÞ ¼
3

2
x lnðxÞ − x

4
þ 1

2
þ δop

2
; x ¼ 1 − cos ξop

2
;

ð15Þ

where δop accounts for the pulsar term contribution. This
comparison is shown in Fig. 1, where in the top panel the
numerical ORF values are offset from the analytic ORF
values byþ0.2 for ease of viewing. The lower panel shows
that the absolute difference between the numerical and
analytic values remains ≲10−4 over the entire angular
separation range. Our numerical ORF formalism is fast,
flexible, and accurate.
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D. GW map parametrizations

In a pixelated power representation such as ours, the
most obvious parametrized power representation is to
search for the Pi values individually at a predetermined
pixel resolution. This is an inelegant and inefficient
approach though, since the number of parameters in the
model gets prohibitively large, and PTAs typically do not
have a high response resolution. In the following we list
several parametrizations that are appropriate for different
signal scenarios. One of these has appeared already in the
literature (the spherical-harmonic model) while the rest are
new to this paper. While we discuss these parametrizations
separately, the models can be linearly combined where
necessary to fit broad anisotropic features (spherical-
harmonic or disk) and localized features (point sources).

1. Spherical harmonic modeling of power

The spherical-harmonic basis is an obvious choice to
decompose a scalar field on the 2-sphere, since the lowest
order basis function describes isotropy, and higher func-
tions add anisotropic power at smaller angular scales.
Spherical-harmonic power reconstructions were first pro-
posed in this context for LIGO sky mapping [82], but have
recently received significant attention in the PTA literature
[56,57,62,63], where the power is decomposed as

PðΩ̂Þ ¼
X∞
l¼0

Xl

m¼−l
clmYlmðΩ̂Þ; ð16Þ

where Ylm are the real-valued spherical harmonics,
and clm are the spherical harmonic coefficients of PðΩ̂Þ.
In this parametrization, an isotropic sky is described by
fc00 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4π

p g, while a maximal dipole in the þẑ direction
is described by fc00 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4π

p
; c10 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4π=3

p g. This linear
parametrization of the power in terms of the clm coefficients
leads to a similar expression for the ORF:

Γop ¼
X∞
l¼0

Xl

m¼−l
clmΓðlmÞðopÞ; ð17Þ

where ΓðlmÞðopÞ are the anisotropy ORF components for
anisotropy components ðl; mÞ between pulsars p and o,
which can be precomputed for a specific PTA from just the
pulsar sky locations.
Although Mingarelli et al. [56] and Gair et al. [62] have

given detailed analytic formulas to evaluate the ΓðlmÞðopÞ for
any ðlmÞ, in practice it is equally efficient to use linear
algebra to compute these quantities numerically using
Eq. (12):

ΓðlmÞðopÞ ¼
X
i

clmYðlmÞiFoiF
†
pi; ð18Þ

where YðlmÞi is the value of YðlmÞ evaluated at sky location

Ω̂i. In this formalism, the model parameters are the
coefficients clm. Normalization is ensured by fixing c00 ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4π

p
since the l ≥ 1 spherical harmonics are orthonormal to

the constant l ¼ 0 function (where Y00 ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4π

p
), and thus

themselves integrate to zero across the sphere. Since c00 is
fixed, variation of the monopolar level of the GWB is
absorbed into the strain amplitude parameter.
For a given set of fclmg to represent a physical power

map, the resulting power has to be non-negative at every
point on the sky. In practice this is performed by evaluating
Eq. (16) on a grid of test sky positions for a set of proposed
fclmg [57]. In this paper we sample uniformly in clm ∈
U½−5; 5� where l ≥ 1, and evaluate the physical prior on a
HEALPix Nside ¼ 8 sky, which gives 768 test positions. In a
model with lmax as the multipole cutoff, the number of
anisotropy parameters is ðlmax þ 1Þ2 − 1. In Sec. IV we
study how sky reconstruction and the Bayes factor for
anisotropy varies with the choice of lmax, up to lmax ¼ 6.

2. Spherical-harmonic modeling of square root of power

While the spherical harmonics are a natural basis with
which to decompose the GWB power, the practical imple-
mentation has required us to introduce a nonanalytic prior
on the clm coefficients. We can bypass this rejection prior
by instead parametrizing the square root of power, which is

FIG. 1. Comparison of analytic and numerical Hellings and
Downs curve computation for a 100-pulsar array. The analytic
calculation uses Eq. (15), while the numerical calculation
assumes an isotropic power map within Eq. (14). In the top
panel, the numerical calculation is offset from the analytic
one by þ0.2 for ease of viewing. The lower panel shows
the absolute difference between the numerical and analytic
calculations.
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allowed to be negative, and will by construction always
produce a positive power distribution. The benefits are
twofold—(i) the prior is now completely analytic; and
(ii) sampling performance is improved through better
mixing, shorter burn-in, and the potential to propose draws
from the prior volume during sampling.3

We decompose the square root of power in exactly the
same way as for the power:

PðΩ̂Þ1=2 ¼
X∞
L¼0

XL
M¼−L

aLMYLMðΩ̂Þ; ð19Þ

where YLM are the real-valued spherical harmonics, and
aLM are search coefficients. We have capitalized the
component labels fLMg to be distinct from the usual
flmg components of the GWB power.
There is not a direct mapping between structure in l of

the power and structure in L of the root power, e.g., a dipole
in power will be described by lmax ¼ 1, but in principle
requires contributions in the root power from L > 1. We
show this analytically in Appendix A, where the power
coefficient clm is decomposed as an infinite summation of
aLM terms. However, we also show that adequate
reconstruction of a map with l ≤ lmax, can be achieved
with L ≤ Lmax ¼ lmax.

4

3. Point-source anisotropy

The spherical-harmonic model builds towards smaller-
scale anisotropic structure through successively higher
multipoles. Thus if the GW sky is predominantly isotropic
but with one bright SMBBH sticking prominently above the
background level, we will need a high lmax (and conse-
quently a large number of parameters) to localize it. Instead,
we can model an isolated point of GWB power with a
2-sphere delta function, such that PðΩ̂Þ ¼ P0δ2ðΩ̂; Ω̂0Þ. The
corresponding physical picture is of a stochastic point source
[84–86].
We implement this point source of power by lighting up a

single pixel in our modeled sky, and keeping all other pixels
dark. The only search parameters are for the sky location of
the lit pixel, which can be referred to through pixel indices.
The power in this pixel is set to Npix to satisfy normalization,
and the ORF is computed using Eq. (14). The source sky
location is searched over with a uniform prior on the sky, i.e.,
α ∈ U½0; 2π�, cosðπ=2 − δÞ ∈ U½−1; 1�. We can combine
these point sources with different amplitude weightings
(sometimes in addition to an isotropic background) to model

whatever small-scale angular features are supported by
the data.
In Sec. IV we study how sky reconstruction and the

Bayes factor for anisotropy varies as we model the sky with
different numbers of point sources, from Npoint ¼ 1;…; 5.
The scenario of multiple modeled point sources stacking on
top of each other during sampling is avoided through the
natural parsimony of Bayesian model selection. We help
this along during the posterior sampling by implementing a
prior that tests and rejects any new proposed point-source
location that would be cast to the same pixel index as
another in an Nside ¼ 8 sky. We note that combining
this point-source model of anisotropy with a frequency-
dependent amplitude parameter permits a power-based
search for bright single GW sources that can complement
existing continuous-wave and burst methods.

4. Disk anisotropy

If the angular power distribution reflects the local
clustering of host galaxies to produce an extended hotspot
region on the sky, then both the spherical-harmonic and
point-source models have drawbacks. We can combine the
ability of the spherical-harmonic approach to model broad
anisotropic features with the ability of the point-source
model to localize bright regions of power. This hybrid is a
disk of GW power with a modeled sky location and angular
radius. The power is constant inside the disk perimeter and
zero outside. This is implemented using the HEALPix

query_disc function, which returns an array of pixel
indices lying within a disk of supplied sky location and
angular radius. The disk model has three search parameters:
two for sky location (with a uniform prior on the sky) and
one for the angular radius (with prior θr ∈ U½0; π� to avoid
the disk wrapping around the sphere and overlapping with
itself).

III. LIKELIHOOD

We significantly simplify the pulsar-timing likelihood to
permit fast analysis of datasets with a wide range of
different mapping parametrizations. We are only interested
in the comparative modeling and detection efficacy of
different GWB map parametrizations, and so ignore the
pulsar ephemeris model. The dominant effect of this
ephemeris model on signal inference is to remove sensi-
tivity to lower frequencies due to the subtraction of a
quadratic function (which models the pulsar spin-down).
It also diminishes sensitivity at sampling frequencies of 1
and 2 yr−1 due to the fitting of astrometric parameters.
Likewise, sophisticated noise modeling is essential to
properly isolate GW signals from noise processes, but
we do not include processes beyond radiometer noise here.
Nevertheless, we stay true to the spirit of the likelihood as
it is used in real searches (e.g., [17,87]), while stripping out
all the model contributions that are irrelevant to this paper.

3The ability to implement draws from the prior aided particu-
larly in sampling posterior multimodalities that derived from a
given PðΩ̂Þ having two possible differing-sign solutions for
PðΩ̂Þ1=2.

4Recently, a similar method has been proposed in the context
of ground-based GW constraints on the anisotropy of BBH
merger events [83].
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A. Assumptions

In our simplified model, we have Np pulsars with Nobs

observations each. For pulsar p the observations δtp consist
of two components:

δtp ¼ sp þ np; ð20Þ

where sp is the GW signal and np is the noise. Given our
focus on GWB map parametrizations, we assume a simple
Gaussian white-noise model in our simulations: hnpcnodi ¼
σ2p;cδopδcd ¼ Np;cdδopδcd, where fp; og index pulsars,
fc; dg index observations, and σp;c is the uncertainty in a
single observation. This uncertainty is usually referred to as
the radiometer noise [87], which we here assume to be a
known homoscedastic quantity for each pulsar. The h� � �i
indicates ensemble averaging (equal to the time average here
since we assume ergodicity).
We model the GW signal, sa, as a zero-mean, wide-sense

stationary stochastic background with the covariance
between observation c in pulsar p and observation d in
pulsar o parametrized as

hspcsodi ¼ ΓpoCðjtc − tdjÞ; ð21Þ

where Γpo is the ORF between these two pulsars (i.e., the
spatial correlation), and Cðjtc − tdjÞ is the time-domain
correlation induced by the GWB.
For the sake of simplicity we further assume that the

GWB signal has been whitened, such that Cðjtc − tdjÞ ¼
A2δcd. This assumption in no way affects the interpretation
of our results in this paper, since we are only interested in
the relative efficacy of power-map parametrizations, and
not spectral parametrizations. The true GWB from a
population of SMBHB will induce long-timescale stochas-
tic deviations in the TOAs, with an f−13=3 power-law
spectral density [34–36,88,89] that corresponds to a dense
time-domain covariance matrix. This means that in real
searches most information about the GWB is derived from
the lowest few sampling frequencies in the TOA data. In
such real analyses the dense time-domain covariance is
modeled through rank-reduced means [90–92], or through
data whitening based on estimates of the covariance [93].
Assuming a white GWB spectrum here allows us to rapidly
compute the PTA likelihood. However, our modeling of
anisotropy and the PTA overlap reduction function requires
very little effort to incorporate into real production-level
pipelines that deal with multiple GW frequencies and
unevenly sampled time-series data, which we discuss
in Sec. VI.

B. Marginalized likelihood

We marginalize over the low-level linear parameters sp
and np with Gaussian priors [17,87,90,91]. This gives a
likelihood that depends only on model hyperparameters: the

GWB amplitude A; the TOA uncertainties fσpg (assumed to
be the same for all observations and all pulsars, with a delta-
function prior set at the measured uncertainties); and the
GWB map parameters fcPg. The log likelihood lnL ¼
lnpðδtjA; σp; cPÞ for all pulsars is then given by

lnL ¼
XNobs

c¼1

�
−
1

2
δtTcΣ−1

c δtc −
1

2
ln det 2πΣc

�
; ð22Þ

where δtc is a vector of size Np consisting of the cth
observation for each pulsar, and

Σc ¼ A2Γþ Nc; ð23Þ

where Σc is the ðNp × NpÞ interpulsar correlation matrix of
the cth observation, Γ is the ðNp × NpÞ dense ORF matrix
of the cth observation (we assume that it is the same for all
observations), and Nc is the ðNp × NpÞ diagonal noise
covariance matrix of the cth observation. The latter noise
matrix is assumed to be the same for all pulsars and all
observations, and remains fixed in our sampling. In
production-level PTA analysis pipelines, the covariance
matrices of long-timescale stochastic processes (like the
GWB) are modeled on rank-reduced bases [90–92], e.g., a
Fourier basis. It is thus straightforward to generalize our
ORF modeling to permit different ORFs at each frequency.
Additionally, generalizing Eq. (22) to account for data taken
at different times in each pulsar is most easily achieved by
concatenating all observations into a single data vector, with
N still diagonal over the entire PTA, and A2Γ now equal to
the full-array version of Eq. (21).
We apply a uniform prior in log10ðA=secsÞ over a

sampling range ½−10;−3�. All remaining variables in the
model are used to parametrize the GWB map, except in the
case of multiple point sources, where each component, k,
receives a separate amplitude parameter Ak to permit
different source weightings. The priors on fcPg are listed
in Sec. II for each parametrization. The A2Γ term describes
the temporal and spatial correlations induced by the GWB,
which can be expressed through linear combinations of
anisotropic features using the parametrized models in this
paper, e.g., an isotropic background with multiple bright

binaries has A2Γ ¼ A2
isoΓiso þ

PNcomp

k¼1 A2
kΓk.

IV. SIMULATIONS

A. Tested GW sky maps

We test the relative efficacy of our mapping parametri-
zations on two qualitatively different types of GW skies,
shown in Fig. 2 with their associated angular power
spectrum. These are the following:
(i) Hotspot: an extended hotspot of power that dominates

the entire GW sky. This is an edge case that in less
extreme scenarios may represent a cluster of galaxies
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hosting many merging SMBBHs, or a local Universe
inhomogeneity in the SMBBH distribution. This map
was constructed by performing an l ≤ 5 decomposition
on an isotropic map with a large value added to one
pixel. The extended region of power was excised and
added to an otherwise empty map.

(ii) SMBBH population: a more realistically diffuse GW
sky created from the output of a SMBBH population
synthesis simulation constructed with the technique
described in [48]. The SMBBH population is con-
structed empirically based on a combination of ob-
served quantities and theoretical input. In short, a
galaxy merger rate is constructed by multiplying the
galaxy mass function to the observed galaxy pair
fraction and by dividing it for the characteristic merger
timescale, which is estimated from numerical simu-
lations. Galaxies are then populated with SMBHs
according to scaling relations drawn from the liter-
ature. The model adopted here combined the galaxy
mass function from [94], pair fraction from [95],
merger timescale from [96], and SMBH-bulge mass
relation from [97], to produce a catalog of SMBBHs
with chirp masses, redshifts, and orbital frequencies
from which the GW strain of each (assumed circular)
binary was computed. By selecting those systems with
observed GW frequencies between 0.1 and 0.2 yr−1,
only binaries within the lowest frequency resolution
bin of a PTA with ten-year timing baseline were
collected to create the sky map. The angular positions
were assigned to be statistically isotropic, but the strain
distribution is dominated by only a small number of
GW-bright systems, producing anisotropy in the an-
gular power distribution. Most SMBBH systems in this
map constitute a background of sources that are not
individually resolvable, with only a handful of systems
emitting signals that resound prominently above this.
The displayed map has been smoothed with a Gaussian
kernel to allow structure to be seen; the true map looks
mostly isotropic with only a few dominant pixels due
to bright systems.

In the following we describe the format of the tested
datasets that contain the imprint of these GW power
distributions, and the suite of signal injections.

B. Simulation setup

Our interest lies in the most apt model for GWB
anisotropy rather than finding the optimal geometrical
properties of a PTA. Hence, we create a statistically
isotropic array of 100 pulsars on the sky, as may be
operational in the mid- to late-2020s when probes of signal
anisotropy will be possible. Current arrays use ∼40–50
pulsars in flagship GW searches [98,99] (although
NANOGrav now times as many as 79 pulsars [100]), so
forecasting an additional ∼6 pulsars per year to be added to
the IPTA is reasonable [101]. As discussed in Sec. III A, we
do not concern ourselves with the pulsar timing model nor
differing noise characteristics. The pulsars only differ
through their geometrical response to a GW signal, as
characterized by their position on the sky. Each pulsar has
100 observations that are evenly sampled and concurrent
across the array, with homoscedastic white-Gaussian noise
of standard deviation 100 ns.
For reasons discussed in Sec. III A, the GWB is modeled

as a whitened Gaussian process of standard deviation A
(which is varied in the injections) that is spatially correlated
across the array. This spatial correlation depends on the
ORF and thus the angular power distribution of the GW
sky. Since the GWB is whitened, a single PTA dataset with
100 observations per pulsar can be considered as a
concatenation of (for example) 20 separate realizations
of a signal with 5 degrees of freedom (i.e., informative
frequencies), which is representative of signals that are
likely to be recovered in the near future. Hence we create
many datasets with different values of A for each sky, but
the random seed used to produce the signal realizations is
kept fixed, as is the seed for the noise injection, which is
fixed at an independent value for each pulsar. The hotspot
datasets have signals injected on an evenly spaced grid of
50 values of A in the range [5, 50] ns. The realistic SMBBH

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 2. The GW skies that we test our models against in this paper. The map in (a) represents a hotspot region of excess GW power,
while the map in (b) is a smoothed map generated from a synthesized population of SMBBHs. The angular power spectrum of these
maps is shown in (c).
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population datasets have signals injected on an evenly
spaced grid of 100 values of A in the range [10, 500] ns.

V. RESULTS

An isotropic background is a convenient baseline model
with which we compare the efficacy of different sky-map
parametrizations. Indeed, for our chosen PTA configuration
we can compute the normalized geometrical match between
the ORF of our two different skies with the corresponding
isotropic ORF. This represents the theoretical limiting
match between the two ORFs in the infinite SNR limit,
taking the form [102,103]

M ¼
X
p;o≠p

Γsky
po Γiso

po

ðΓsky
po Γsky

po Þ1=2ðΓiso
poΓiso

poÞ1=2
; ð24Þ

and has values of M ¼ 0.78 for the hotspot sky and M ¼
0.98 for the SMBBH population sky. The signal correla-
tions seen by our PTA are not so different from those
induced by an isotropic GWB, even in the case of the
hotspot sky.
The aforementioned statistic only accounts for the

geometrical match of signal correlations, but the noise
properties of the pulsars and the presence of the GW signal
in the arrival time deviations should also be accounted for.
In fact, introducing signal and noise weightings takes us to
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The general form of the
expected value of this SNR is [79,104]

hρi ¼
�
2T

X
p;o≠pΓ

true
po ×Γtemplate

po

Z
fh

fl

df
P2
gðfÞ

PpðfÞPoðfÞ
�

1=2

;

ð25Þ

where T is the timing baseline, PgðfÞ is the spectrum of
GWB-induced timing residuals, and Pp;oðfÞ is the spec-
trum of noise-induced residuals in each pulsar. If radiom-
eter noise is the only source of intrinsic per-pulsar noise,
then PpðfÞ ¼ 2σ2pΔtp þ ΓppPgðfÞ, where σ is the rms
uncertainty in the timing residuals and Δt is the effective
timing cadence. Equation (25) accounts for the possibility
of a template ORF being different from that of the true data.
If the template ORF equals the true ORF, then we call hρi
the optimal SNR; otherwise if we adopt an isotropic
template this is the suboptimal SNR. We will now drop
the expectation brackets for ease of readability. The ratio of
the suboptimal SNR to the optimal SNR depends mildly on
the strength of the GWB signal; in our simulations, the
hotspot case has ðρsubopt=ρoptÞ ∼ 0.59–0.62, while for the
SMBBH population ðρsubopt=ρoptÞ ∼ 0.96–0.97.

A. Hotspot sky tests

In order to guide our intuition in later cases, we use the
hotspot sky for a first round of model selection with several

of our sky parametrizations. Since the map was initially
constructed from an lmax ¼ 5 restricted multipole decom-
position of a single-pixel sky, we perform a spherical
harmonic reconstruction with lmax ¼ 5. We also test a disk
and point-source model; in both of these cases, the angular
power is zero except inside the pixel region of the disk/
point. We do not test the PðΩ̂Þ1=2 spherical-harmonic
decomposition on this hotspot sky, instead deferring this
to the SMMBH sky where its full efficacy can be shown.
These hotspot sky tests are not meant to be an exhaustive
study of all methods, instead acting as a guide for our
intuition and a test of our sky-mapping framework. We
perform simultaneous Bayesian parameter estimation and
model selection using the product-space sampling approach
outlined in Appendix B. The relevant Bayes factor that we
track is between a given anisotropy model and the baseline
assumption of an isotropic sky.
Figure 3 shows that at low SNR the data is initially

uninformative and unable to arbitrate any deviation from
isotropy, giving B ∼ 1. As the SNR grows, all models
except the point source have monotonically increasing
Bayes factors. The initial tendency for the data to favor
an isotropic sky over a point source is due to the extreme
spatial compactness demanded by this model, with all
power in one pixel. The data initially prefer isotropy, but as
the SNR grows so does the data’s tendency to favor this
spatially compact description to explain the hotspot of
power. As one would expect for this sky, a disk of power is
the favored model overall, striking a balance between
appropriateness to the power distribution and model parsi-
mony. The results in Fig. 3 can be compared with those of
Hotinli et al. [65], where a localized GW beam accounting
for more than 50% of the total GW energy density can be
detected at 3-sigma when the SNR ≥ 10.

FIG. 3. The Bayes factor for anisotropy versus isotropy of the
hotspot GW sky under different model parametrizations is shown
here. The most apt model is clearly the disk and point-source
descriptions, although the point source suffers an initial period of
being disfavored.
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While the spherical harmonic model seems to perform
the worst overall in Fig. 3, it has been artificially restricted
here to lmax ¼ 5. We now relax this, showing in Fig. 4(a)
the Bayes factor growth as a function of SNR and different
lmax. The inset figure slices through the different lmax curves
at fixed SNR, showing how the Bayes factor evolves with
lmax under fixed signal strengths. An lmax ¼ 2 model is
favored at all SNRs, although there is a hint that lmax ¼ 3
may be equally favored at higher SNRs, where more
informative data counteracts the Occam penalty brought
by more model parameters.
Finally, in the left column of Fig. 6(a) we show the power

reconstructions of all these different parametrizations of the
hotspot sky, including the favored lmax ¼ 2 spherical
harmonic model. The injected map is shown at the top.
The map reconstructions are averaged over the relevant
model’s posterior probability distribution. In all cases the

region of hotspot power has clearly been identified and
localized.

B. SMBBH sky tests

A sky map produced by a population of SMBBHs is
more challenging than the simple hotspot sky, as there is no
obvious model that will a priori be favored. The natural
first test is between different lmax spherical harmonic
recoveries, for which we show the Bayes factor growth
versus SNR in Fig. 4(b). Note the SNR scale; arbitrating
between anisotropic and isotropic power maps of SMBBHs
may require very informative data. At low SNR the model
with the fewest parameters is favored, corresponding to
lmax ¼ 1. As the data becomes more informative at SNRs
ranging from 20–40, an lmax ¼ 3 model is favored. The
inset figure hints at higher multipolar models becoming less
disfavored at higher SNRs, where the data is better able to

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Comparison of anisotropy-vs-isotropy Bayes factor growth with SNR for different choices of lmax in spherical-harmonic power
modeling of (a) a hotspot sky, and (b) a realistic SMBBH sky. Inset figures show vertical slices through the curves at different SNR
values.

(a) (b)

FIG. 5. Comparison of anisotropy-vs-isotropy Bayes factor growth with SNR in a SMBBH sky for different choices of (a) Lmax in
spherical-harmonic modeling of PðΩ̂Þ1=2, and (b) Npoints in a multiple point-source model. Inset figures show vertical slices through the
curves at different SNR values.
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FIG. 6. Posterior averaged sky maps for different parametrized mapping models tested against (a) a hotspot sky, and (b) a realistic
SMBBH sky. The injectedmaps are shown as the top two panels in blue, with all reconstructions shown in red. For the SMBBH sky, the top
five ranked loudest GW binaries are shown as numbered locations in the injected map and blue-edge white circles in the recovered
maps.
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arbitrate deviations from isotropy and thus constrain
smaller angular-scale features.
We next reconstruct the sky by modeling the square root

of the power map with spherical harmonics. The benefits of
this approach with respect to straightforward spherical-
harmonic power modeling were discussed in Sec. II D. The
results are shown in Fig. 5(a), where we see that Lmax ¼ 1
is dramatically disfavored; the squaring of the map to return
to PðΩ̂Þ produces features that are markedly different from
isotropy and so are disfavored even at low SNR. However,
increasing the Lmax has a remarkable impact on the Bayes
factor growth, with the data preferring ever larger Lmax at
all tested SNRs. The interpretation here is subtle, and
related to how even a low-l power anisotropy requires
contributions from L > l multipoles in the PðΩ̂Þ1=2 model
(see Appendix A). Despite favoring ever higher Lmax,
there is clearly no Occam penalty associated with the
accompanying increase in the parameter volume. In fact,
Lmax ¼ 6 reaches B ¼ 100 at SNR ¼ 28, while lmax ¼ 3
passes the same threshold later at SNR ¼ 32.
Finally, we employ the most physically motivated model

for this kind of sky from the standpoint of its composition:
point sources. The implementation differs from the pre-
vious hotspot-sky tests in two key ways: (1) as mentioned
in Sec. II D, we allow for multiple point sources across the
sky, each with its own amplitude parameter; (2) these point
sources sit atop an isotropic GWB signal to emulate a
realistic search scenario for multiple bright binaries
resounding above a background. In Fig. 5(b) we can see
that any number of points is initially disfavored, with the
data preferring an isotropic model below SNR ∼ 25. It is
clear that the data lacks enough information to discriminate
individual sources within the background at low SNR.
Given that these point sources are being modeled on top of
an isotropic signal, at low SNR the additional parameters of
each source are simply incurring an Occam penalty. The
penalty compounds for each additional modeled point
source. It is only above SNR ∼ 25 that the data can
discriminate individual sources, and by SNR ∼ 35 even
preferring an Isoþ 5pts model. However, this model still
performs worse than the root-power spherical-harmonic
model, with Isoþ 2pts reaching B ¼ 100 at SNR ¼ 42.
Note that all of these SNR values at which various odds
ratio thresholds are surpassed are specific to this SMBBH
population realization. Hence while they are instructive and
indicative of general trends, the SNR values at which
anisotropy is favored may in fact be much lower if a small
number of binaries swamp the entire GW sky at a given
frequency.
The posterior-averaged power reconstructions of all

these different parametrizations of the SMBBH population
are shown in Fig. 6(b). The injected distribution is shown as
the top map. The five binaries that are loudest in GWs are
shown as numbered locations in the injected map, and blue-
edged white circles in the reconstructed maps. Each

parametrization localizes important regions of power to
varying degrees, with the point-source and sqrt-spharm
models best able to discriminate individual sources. In the
latter case this is not obvious from the parameter posteriors,
requiring map recovery to really visualize the strength of
this model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a general-purpose scheme to rapidly
compute the interpulsar correlation signatures of aniso-
tropic GW skies. This scheme is intended to be fast and
flexible for embedding within a Bayesian analysis
pipeline, and we have studied this use case here. We
considered several different parametrized representations
of anisotropic power; namely (i) a spherical-harmonic
power decomposition, (ii) a spherical-harmonic decom-
position of the square-root power, (iii) lighting up multiple
pixels atop an isotropic background, (iv) a disk of power
to model an extended region of GW emission. Our
pipeline was tested against two very different power
distributions, corresponding to an obvious region of
excess power (a hotspot), and a realistic GW sky gen-
erated by a population of SMBBHs. A key component of
our Bayesian modeling was model selection, to not only
determine when the data favored anisotropy over isotropy,
but also to optimize various model hyperparameters, e.g.,
the maximum multipole of spherical-harmonic modeling,
and the number of pixels that were lit up to represent
single sources.
For the hotspot sky, we found that the most apt model

from a Bayesian perspective was a disk of power, with even
a single point source being favored over spherical-
harmonic models with lmax < 6. This happens because
Bayesian model selection will favor the most parsimonious
model that can represent the information in the data: a disk
or single pixel can do so here with only a few parameters,
whereas spherical harmonics require ðlmax þ 1Þ2 parame-
ters. For the SMBBH sky, our analysis marks the first time
that robust Bayesian PTA techniques have been brought to
bear on such a realistic GW sky. We found that the model
that performed best was the spherical-harmonic modeling
of square root of the power distribution, which avoided the
restrictive prior condition of the usual spherical-harmonic
power modeling, and which did not seem to suffer any
Occam penalties through the inclusion of higher multi-
poles. Nevertheless, the model that lit up multiple pixels
atop an istropic GW background provides the most
physically motivated and easily interpreted representation
of a SMBBH population, and did in fact perform better than
both the lmax ≤ 2 and Lmax ≤ 2 models.
Constraining deviations from isotropy in the nanohertz

GWB is an enticing goal for the era beyond initial PTA
detection. It is possible that as the GW signal significance
grows in our data, loud binaries will first emerge from the
background ensemble in excess angular power searches,
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before eventually having their binary models constrained.
As such, the fast and flexible techniques presented here
form an important link in the chain of scientific milestones
for PTAs, helping to kick-start single-source localization
efforts even before other binary properties are known.
There are a variety of potential extensions to this work

that build from assumptions we have made.
(i) We have implicitly assumed a model for the GW

angular power distribution that is the same at all
frequencies. But this will not necessarily be the case
in reality. In fact, the coalescence timescale of
SMBBHs in the PTA band can be ∼Myrs, implying
almost negligible evolution of the system within our
observational window. For all intents and purposes,
these are monochromatic signals. Thus one or
several bright binaries may dominate over others
in one frequency bin, but not in another, giving
variable power maps across frequency. Indeed, as
one moves toward higher frequencies in the PTA
band, sources become sparser, implying a greater
prospect for individual-source and anisotropic sig-
natures. Adapting our framework for this case is
trivial, simply requiring frequency-indexed overlap
reduction functions.

(ii) The SMBBH sky map was generated using the
inclination-averaged strain of each binary, for which
we then assumed that the power maps in þ and ×
polarizations were equal. However, differences in
these power polarization maps encode information,
and any imbalance may indicate the presence of a
bright binary dominating in a certain pixel. Relaxing
our assumption of equal power in each polarization
may further help in recognizing bright single
sources, and can be easily achieved within our
framework by allowing the polarization maps to
be independently modeled.

(iii) We have considered a statistically representative
SMBBH population in order to produce a realistic
GW sky map, however different populations will
produce variations in anisotropy. Our population has
several bright (somewhat clustered) sources that we
were able to localize, but we did not consider a
population where one binary overwhelmingly domi-
nated the entire strain budget (which can sometimes
happen). From a single-source detection standpoint,
the population we considered may seem somewhat
pessimistic, but this prospect varies significantly
from realization to realization. In future work we
will assess a range of population realizations to
consider how well different models perform as a
function of the power concentration in the loudest
sources. It is likely that the single pixel modeling
will be the most preferred model in a realization
where a single source really sticks out.

In the spirit of open science, our code to rapidly compute
PTA overlap reduction functions from a given angular
power distribution is available at [105].
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APPENDIX A: DECOMPOSING POWER
COEFFICIENTS clm IN TERMS OF

SQUARE-ROOT POWER COEFFICIENTS aLM

The calculation below requires Wigner-3j identities
which are most easily expressed with complex spherical
harmonics. The real spherical harmonics are merely a linear
combination of these complex spherical harmonics, so the
qualitative results are the same in both.
For the power decomposition in spherical harmonics we

have

PðΩ̂Þ ¼
X∞
l¼0

Xl

m¼−l
clmYm

l ðΩ̂Þ; ðA1Þ

while for the square-root power decomposition in spherical
harmonics we have

PðΩ̂Þ1=2 ¼
X∞
L¼0

XL
M¼−L

aLMYM
L ðΩ̂Þ; ðA2Þ

where the notation Ym
l , Y

M
L indicates the complex spherical

harmonics.
Squaring Eq. (A2) and equating to Eq. (A1) gives

PðΩ̂Þ ¼
X
LM

X
L0M0

aLMaL0M0YM
L ðΩ̂ÞYM0

L0 ðΩ̂Þ

¼
X
lm

clmYm
l ðΩ̂Þ: ðA3Þ
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Thus, solving for clm gives

clm ¼
X
LM

X
L0M0

aLMaL0M0

Z
S2
dΩ̂Ym�

l ðΩ̂ÞYM
L ðΩ̂ÞYM0

L0 ðΩ̂Þ

¼ ð−1Þm
X
LM

X
L0M0

aLMaL0M0

Z
S2
dΩ̂Ym

l ðΩ̂ÞYM
L ðΩ̂ÞYM0

L0 ðΩ̂Þ; ðA4Þ

where the triple spherical-harmonic integral in Eq. (A4) can be expressed as a product of Wigner-3j symbols with the
following identity:

Z
S2
dΩ̂Ym

l ðΩ̂ÞYM
L ðΩ̂ÞYM0

L0 ðΩ̂Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2lþ 1Þð2Lþ 1Þð2L0 þ 1Þ

4π

r �
l L L0

−m M M0

��
l L L0

0 0 0

�
: ðA5Þ

Hence, the power coefficients clm can be written as the following (infinite) summation over aLM terms:

clm ¼ ð−1Þm
X∞
L¼0

XL
M¼−L

X∞
L0¼0

XL0

M0¼−L

aLMaL0M0 ×

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2lþ 1Þð2Lþ 1Þð2L0 þ 1Þ

4π

r �
l L L0

−m M M0

��
l L L0

0 0 0

�
: ðA6Þ

Equation (A6) shows that even a low order coefficient of
power anisotropy may need contributions from higher orders
in the square root of power, such that Lmax > lmax. We
investigate this with a numerical example, where we create
an Nside ¼ 256 HEALPix map of GWB power [shown in
Fig. 7(a)] containing anisotropy up to and including l ¼ 2,
such that PðΩ̂Þ ¼ 1þ cos θ þ 0.9 × ð3 cos2 θ − 1Þ. We also
take the square root of this map, and use HEALPix functions to
compute the angular power spectra of both PðΩ̂Þ and
PðΩ̂Þ1=2. These spectra are shown in Fig. 7(b), where we
see that PðΩ̂Þ contains anisotropic structure up to and
including l ¼ 2, but higher degrees drop to zero (within
numerical precision). On the other hand, PðΩ̂Þ1=2 has
anisotropic structure in degrees beyond quadrupole (L>2)
which are needed for a complete reconstruction of PðΩ̂Þ.
However, in practice we can achieve an adequate approxi-
mation of PðΩ̂Þ by squaring PðΩ̂Þ1=2 with L ≤ 2. This is
shown in Fig. 7(c), wherewe see the normalizedmatch (inner
product) between the original powermap and a reconstruction

from the squaring of a restrictedL decomposition ofPðΩ̂Þ1=2.
For Lmax ¼ 2 the match is better than 98%.

APPENDIX B: PRODUCT SPACE SAMPLING

This technique recasts Bayesian model selection as a
parameter estimation problem [18,107–109]. We define a
hypermodel, H, whose parameter space is the Cartesian
product of the individual spaces of all submodels under
consideration, along with an additional model indexing
parameter, n. This model indexing parameter is discrete,
but continuous sampling methods can simply be applied to
a variable that is cast to an integer in the likelihood, or for
which we define behavior based on parameter ranges.
The practical implementation of this is rather straightfor-

ward. At a given iteration in the sampling process we cast
the model indexing parameter to an integer, which then
indicates the “active” submodel for the likelihood evalu-
ation. The hypermodel parameter space, θ�, is partitioned

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 7. (a) The tested power map with monopole, dipole, and quadrupole anisotropies. It is fully described by
PðΩ̂Þ ¼ 1þ cos θ þ 0.9 × ð3 cos2 θ − 1Þ. (b) The angular power spectra of PðΩ̂Þ and PðΩ̂Þ1=2. (c) The match between the original
power map and a reconstruction from the squaring of a restricted L decomposition of PðΩ̂Þ1=2.
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into the submodel spaces, and the corresponding param-
eters of the active submodel are passed to the relevant
likelihood function. Thus the parameters of the inactive
submodels do not contribute to, and are not constrained by,
the active likelihood function. As sampling proceeds, the
model indexing parameter will switch between all sub-
models to the end result that the relative fraction of
sampling iterations spent in each submodel provides an
estimate of the posterior odds ratio.
This result has been derived in other places (see e.g.,

[109]), but we reiterate it here for completeness. Consider
constructing the marginalized posterior distribution of the
model indexing parameter from the output of Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling:

pðnjd;H�Þ ¼
Z

pðθ�; njd;H�Þdθ

¼ 1

Z�

Z
pðdjθ�; n;H�Þpðθ�; njH�Þdθ; ðB1Þ

where Z� is the hypermodel evidence. For a given n the
hypermodel parameter space is partitioned into active, θn,
and inactive, θn̄, parameters, θ� ¼ fθn; θn̄g, where the
likelihood pðdjθ�; n;H�Þ is independent of the inactive
parameters. The prior term can then be factorized:

pðθ�; njH�Þ ¼ pðθnjHnÞpðθn̄jHn̄ÞpðnjH�Þ ðB2Þ

such that

pðnjd;H�Þ ¼
pðnjH�Þ

Z�

Z
pðdjθn;HnÞpðθnjHnÞdθn

¼ pðnjH�Þ
Z�

Zn; ðB3Þ

where Zn is the evidence for submodel n, and we have
implicitly marginalized over inactive parameters since they
only appear in the prior term pðθn̄jHn̄Þ which simply
integrates to unity. Thus the posterior odds ratios between
two models is given by

P12 ¼
pðn1jH�ÞZ1

pðn2jH�ÞZ2

¼ pðn1jd;H�Þ
pðn2jd;H�Þ

; ðB4Þ

where the hypermodel evidence cancels in this ratio of the
two submodels. We add an additional refinement to this
method, in thatwe perform a pilot run designed to provide an
initial estimate of the posterior odds ratio, P̃12, then follow
this up with a focused run for an improved estimate. In the
focused run,weweightmodel 1 by1=ð1þ P̃12Þ andmodel 2
by P̃12=ð1þ P̃12Þ. This has the benefit of improvingmixing
betweenmodelswhen the data significantly favor onemodel
over another. The posterior odds ratio from the focused run is
then reweighted to provide an improved estimate of P12.
We estimate the uncertainty using methods for reversible
jump MCMC [110], as the approaches are analogous. This
product-space estimator of the posterior odds ratio is simple
to implement, applicable to high dimensional parameter
spaces, and allows direct model comparison.
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